Abstract-Graph databases implementing a property graph model allow storing of heterogeneous information in the form of a graph and support complex graph-specific queries like shortest path, pattern matching, etc. Their flexibility and a rich spectrum of supported queries make it difficult for a user to create correct queries. As a consequence, a user can get unexpected results like too many, too few, or even empty answers. This research aims at providing a basic debugging functionality to a user in order to discover the reasons of a failure and to fix a query. The main goals of this thesis include (1) studying the reasons of a failure in terms of a graph with the focus on cardinality-based problems like too few, too many, and empty results; (2) developing methods for query refinement in order to derive expected answers with considering specifics of a property graph model, and (3) proposing a set of strategies for integrating user intention into the debugging process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern database systems are successful in efficient query processing and provide a wide spectrum of query functionality, for example: processing of textual or geospatial data. Although this makes databases applicable for multiple applications, their usage becomes more complicated [1] . One way to increase usability of RDBMS is to provide an explanation functionality for unexpected query results and query correction. Missing explanation functionality becomes even more important if we consider graph databases, which implement a property graph model [2] and provide graph-specific queries like shortest path, reachability queries, etc. A property graph model represents data in the form of a graph, whose vertices are entities and edges are relationships between them. Both edges and vertices can be annotated with properties described as key-value pairs. Between the same vertices multiple edges can exist. This model allows to store heterogeneous information without a rigid schema. At the same time this complicates its querying and may cause queries to deliver unexpected results or to fail. This research focuses on providing debugging functionality for a user to solve an unexpected-result problem during querying a property graph. We consider specifically pattern matching queries, which are one of the fundamental query types in graph databases.
The problem of unexpected answers can be faced in different applications like querying web forms [3] , data integration [4] , query debugging [5] , etc. In particular, a user can be unsatisfied with the content or the size of a result set. The result can miss some interesting answers or include some unexpected answers. Also the size of a query output can mislead if it is empty or consists of too few or too many results. The problem of unexpected answers has been studied in the field of relational databases systems in the form of whyqueries: a user asks why a result set to a query is like it is. The solutions are represented by "Why Not?" queries [4] , [6] , [7] for explaining missing answers from a result set and "Why So?" queries [8] for inspecting the presence of unexpected results. Solutions for cardinality-based problems are represented by query refinement for empty results in the conjunctive query forms [3] , top-k queries for ranking too many results [9] , and cardinality-assurance queries [10] . While these problems are well-studied in RDBMS and RDF systems, there is a clear lack of studies for these problems in graph databases. To the best of our knowledge, only two research groups [11] , [12] focused on this research.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First, we will present the state-of-the-art solutions in Section II. Second, the contributions of the thesis and future work are discussed in Section III. Then, we conclude in Section IV.
II. RELATED WORK
We classify unexpected results by querying databases in two categories: content-based and cardinality-based problems. Content-based unexpected results include presence of unexpected answers and absence of expected answers, which can be explained by "Why So?" and "Why No(t)?" queries. Cardinality-based problems include three aspects: no, too few, and too many results. The last two of them can also be defined as a cardinality-assurance problem. Similarly, they can be answered by "Why Empty?", "Why So Few?", and "Why So Many?" queries.
A. Why So?
Receiving results of querying a database, a user may wonder why particular items exist in the result set, where they come from, and who else uses this data [8] . To answer these questions, a provenance (lineage) of the result set can be calculated in a lazy or eager manner. Lazy provenance methods compute lineage [13] by request. For this purpose, a user can be required to define weak inversion and verification functions [13] , which guarantee the quality of derived lineage. The problem of lineage tracing is a common problem for data warehouses, where for example a transformation graph can be constructed from the operations applied to a data item and traversed to deliver lineage of a result [14] . Eager provenance methods compute and keep provenance as long as data is transformed and require resources for its storage, which increases transformation costs. However, the data is always annotated and querying provenance is exact and fast: pre-calculated provenance only needs to be retrieved. This approach is also known as annotations [15] , metadata support [16] , and the attribution approach [8] . For example, Bhagwat et al. [15] proposed an eager method to keep data provenance as an annotation system and provided three annotation propagation schemes [15] to maintain storage costs: default, default-all, and custom. The proposed schemes were implemented in DBNOTES [17] , which attaches a note to a value and propagates both during the query evaluation. The TRIO project [18] implements lineage on the tuple level and defines different provenance explanations for six derivation types. In general, lineage information is modeled as a separate relation, which allows to define inexact lineage using accuracy.
B. Why No(t)?
A different question can also be asked by a user: Why are some items of interest missing from the result set? For this problem, three kinds of explanations can be generated: query-based [6] , [19] , [20] , instance-based [4] , [21] , and modification-based [7] , [22] explanations. Query-based methods explain missing results based on a query tree. As an explanation, they deliver operators of the tree, which are responsible for discarding items of interest from the result set. For example, Chapman et al. [6] and Bidoit et al. [19] propose a frontier picky manipulation that is the latest operator in the query processing, which removes tuples of interest from the result set, as an explanation. Bidoit et al. [20] propose a polynomial representation for why-not answers, which describes all possible explanations. The instance-based solutions allow changing a database instance to deliver an expected result. The MISSING-ANSWER approach [4] considers untrusted (their data can be fixed) and trusted data sources and attributes. Changes to less trusted sources are preferred to changes to more trusted data. The ARTEMIS system [21] , [23] supports user-defined constraints and ranking the results based on the number of tuples to be inserted in a database in order to make a non-answer an answer. The problem of missing answers can also be modeled by provenance games [24] . Instancebased and query-based explanations can be combined in a hybrid solution [25] , which takes the advantages of both of them. A modification-based explanation represents a refined query, which delivers results for an original query and missing results. CONQUER [7] is a constraint-based query refinement system, which automatically rewrites SPJUA-queries. This is a similarity-driven approach and refined queries are compared based on a dissimilarity metric, an imprecision metric, and skyline dominance. FLEXIQ [22] profits from two kinds of user feedback during the query refinement: expected answers that do not exist in the result set and unexpected results presented in the result set.
C. Why Empty?
An empty-answer problem was first tackled in CO-OP system [26] , which executes queries expressed in a natural language and considers two types of empty answers: genuine (correct answers, there is no data corresponding to the query) and failing answers (some of query presuppositions failed, therefore, a full query failed as well). To detect a correct reason of an empty answer, CO-OP evaluates all query presuppositions and derives a failing one as a result instead of a misleading empty answer. In modern RDBMS, automatic solutions [27] , [28] , [29] generate several query candidates by relaxing some of the attributes. They suffer from a large number of candidates, which complicates the selection of the best one. To reduce the number of query proposals, a user can be involved into the relaxation process [3] , [30] . If a query delivered an empty result, the system generates several query proposals and stores them in a query relaxation tree along with their probabilities to be accepted by a user [3] . At each iteration a user selects one proposal to be checked on the delivery of a non-empty result.
D. Why So Many and Why So Few?
The problem of too few or too many answers can be seen as a cardinality-assurance problem or a ranking and categorization problem for a too-many-answers problem. Chaudhuri et al. [9] , [31] sort results according to a scoring function such that more interesting results appear earlier in the results. This requires a suitable scoring function, which considers user intention. Instead of ranking, categorization can be exploited [32] , [33] , where the tuples are split into several groups for further refinement. This can also be realized by faceted search [33] , where a user chooses value conditions for the rejection of some facets. The cardinality assurance problem has been investigated in the QRELX framework [10] , which generates a refined query space for modification of SPJ-queries and then looks for query alternatives in this generated query space. For each query, the framework evaluates cardinality and closeness criteria. One of the fundamental properties of this solution is that the system evaluates less relaxed queries first. While this can potentially lead to results with a high similarity, it can also result in a long evaluation time.
III. THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS
The aim of this thesis is to provide debugging capabilities for graph pattern matching queries in graph databases implementing a property graph model. In particular, it focuses on cardinality-based why-queries and tries to solve empty-answer, too-few-, and too-many-answers problems. For this purpose, a set of general debugging features has been extracted from related work, which are important debugging aspects, namely: (1) discovery of a reason for an unexpected answer in terms of a query graph, (2) modification-based explanations, (3) techniques for user integration, and (4) a similarity measure for comparing refined queries based on a query itself, cardinality, and content of its result. Before describing the contributions of the thesis and future work, some basic definitions are provided.
A. Preliminaries
As the underlying data model we use a property graph [2] which is one of the most general graph models implemented in modern graph databases like NEO4J.
Definition 1 (Property Graph):
We define a property graph as a directed graph G = (V, E, u, f, g) over attribute space A = A V∪ A E , where: (1) V, E are finite sets of vertices and edges; (2) u : E → V 2 is a mapping between edges and vertices; (3) f : V → A
A data graph G d is a property graph consisting of M d edges and N d vertices. A query graph G q is a property graph with M q edges and N q vertices.
Definition 2 (Result Cardinality):
We define result cardinality C(G q ) of query G q as a number of data subgraphs it matches.
If a result set is empty the cardinality is C(G q ) = 0. If toomany results were delivered to a user, then the cardinality of the result exceeds the expected number C(G q ) > C exp (G q ) (for too few results, C(G q ) < C exp (G q )). In general, an expected cardinality represents an interval.
B. Subgraph-Based Explanations
Subgraph-based solutions represent a class of query-based explanations. They supply a user with the description of a failure, which can be used for further query refinement driven by a user. Therefore, it is more appropriate for advanced users, who are confident about defining graph queries and underlying data. A pattern matching query represents a graph itself, as a consequence, a reason of a failure can be described in terms of a subgraph, which rejects items of interest, increases, or decreases result cardinality. In the research for an emptyanswer problem [34] , our subgraph-based solution proposes the use of maximum common subgraph algorithms in the form of differential queries. These queries provide two results to a user, namely: (1) a data subgraph representing a part of the query graph, which is present in a data graph and (2) a difference graph, which is the rest of the query graph with initialized adjacent vertices. To understand which part of a query can be found in a data graph and which part is missing, we have to find the maximum common connected subgraphs {G d } in a data graph G d for a query graph G q and then calculate the differential graphs between them {G d } and an input graph query G q .
Definition 3 (Maximum Common Connected Subgraph):
A maximum common connected subgraph (shortly, MCS) can be discovered by the GRAPHMCS algorithm [34] , which in general represents a depth-first search and is described in Algorithm 1. To leverage an MCS algorithm for property graphs, only those data edges and vertices are considered, which match the query predicates. For this purpose, projections for sources and targets reduce the number of considered data vertices at lines 5 and 16, correspondingly. Edges are processed by the graph traversal operator at line 15. To ensure that the algorithm finds a maximum common connected subgraph, it is launched from all query vertices as multiple starting points at lines 4 -8. All discovered MCSS are collected at line 8 and the best subgraph is chosen from the collected set (see lines 9 -10). After the search, the difference graphs are calculated. 
graphs ← DF S(v t d , e q , f alse, graph) return graphs 1) Optimization: Originally, to guarantee the discovery of an MCS, the search has to be conducted for each starting vertex and all possible combinations of query edges. This would lead to long response times, which is inappropriate for a debugging process. Therefore, several heuristics based on cardinalities and in-and out-degrees of vertices were proposed which allow to traverse a query graph only once. To reduce the response time by keeping the size of discovered subgraphs minimal, a query graph is processed starting from the less representative edges and vertices. During traversal, a query graph can become disconnected if some edges or vertices are not presented in a data graph. In this case, a maximum common subgraph can be missed, if it is located in an unconnected non-traversed query part. For this situation, a restart strategy continues the search along a non-traversed query subgraph.
2) User Integration: Optimizing search only according to the cardinality of query elements can miss the subgraphs interesting to a user. Therefore, a strategy for integration of user intention was proposed [35] , which requires a user to mark query vertices and edges of utmost interest. Afterwards, an algorithm originated from similarity flooding distributes relevance weights along the query and establishes traversal paths. To discover MCS, the most relevant paths are traversed first. This strategy can be combined with previously described optimization strategies. We also proposed an algorithm for subgraph-based explanations for a too-many-answers problem [36] , which detects a cardinality-bounded maximum common subgraph.
C. Modification-Based Explanations
The second kind of solutions derives modification-based explanations that are refined queries delivering expected results. In our previous research, we proposed a modification approach to solve an empty-answer problem [37] , which is implemented on top of a graph databases (see Figure 1) . If a Fig. 1 . Architecture of a system for generating why-empty modification-based explanations [37] user receives an empty result, he can request a why-empty explanation. To generate it, the query manager collects all necessary information like cardinality vectors for predicates on vertices and edges and stores them in the query-dependent cache of the cardinality estimation component. Afterwards, the query relaxation component produces several query candidates based on the following principles: (1) At each iteration only a single modification is applied to a query graph; therefore, if there are k modifications maximum k query candidates can be generated at one iteration. (2) Only a subset of vertices and edges is chosen for the relaxation based on a used heuristic. Two strategies are proposed: minimal cardinality or maximum impact strategies. In the first case, elements with lower cardinalities are relaxed first. According to the maximum impact strategy, elements whose relaxation has stronger influence on their neighbors are chosen for further refinement. The corresponding evaluation results [37] show the advantages of the maximum impact strategy. (3) The relaxation manager supports general edit distance operations like edge and vertex deletion and additional operations, which are specific for property graphs like deletion of a direction, a predicate, and a type. After the candidates were generated, they are located in the candidate pool of the candidate selection module such that more promising candidates are placed at the beginning. The best candidate which resides in the front of the pool is checked on the delivery of a non-empty result.
One of the most critical steps in the refinement process is the comparison of query candidates, which is implemented as a two-step process. It checks which cardinality improvement can be expected from two candidates and how different they are from an input query. As the first criterion, average path cardinalities for both refined queries are derived by the cardinality estimation module, which splits each query in a set of 1-hop paths, requests these path cardinalities from a graph database, and calculates their average. The requested paths are stored in the query-dependent cache, which is reused for comparison of other query candidates. If two candidates have the same average path cardinality their distances to an input query are compared and the most similar candidate is preferred. As a distance measure, a cardinality-based graph edit distance was proposed [37] , which describes how the result cardinality can be changed during relaxation. It is a sum of weights of all edit operations applied to transform an input query in this candidate. This distance can be represented as a tree with the full relaxation on its top and instances of edit operations for specific vertices and edges on the bottom (see Figure 2) . To derive the required weights, relative cardinality distances are calculated for all vertices, edges, and relaxation operations on the bottom of the tree and propagated to the root. These distances for predicates are calculated straightforwardly, for example for a vertex predicate:
For topological operations, vertex degrees are considered.
After the weights were propagated to the root, a normalization coefficient is derived to adjust the weights on the leaves. Afterwards, cardinality-based distances can be accumulated for query proposals. The lower cardinality-based distance is associated with a more similar query candidate to an input query. The proposed distance can be defined for a specific use case by considering different normalized aggregated weights on the intermediate nodes of the tree. The corresponding evaluation [37] shows that for property graphs, for which topology and predicates are equally important, equal consideration of aggregated topological and notational weights is preferred. We combined subgraph-based and modification-based explanations in a demonstration [38] , where a user is able to combine both approaches and compare them with a manual modification.
D. Future Directions
This thesis focuses on the following problem: how to support cardinality-based why-queries over property graphs. To answer this question, we proposed subgraph-based and modification-based approaches. While subgraph-based explanations focus on a graph structure and provide solutions for empty-answer, too-few-, and too-many-answers problems, the proposed modification-based approach is specific for an emptyanswer problem and works with predicates in a coarse-grained manner. Following problems remain and will be considered in the PhD thesis: (1) reconsidering the modification-based approach such that it is also suitable for too-few-and toomany-answers problems and (2) conducting modifications in a fine-granular manner with changes for values of predicates and predicate intervals. These adaptations will also need a revision of the similarity (distance) function.
IV. CONCLUSION
This thesis addresses the problem of unexpected answers for pattern matching queries in graph databases implementing a property graph model. Specifically, it considers cardinalitydriven why-queries to explain an empty answer, too many, and too few results. First, the common debugging features were deduced from the state-of-the-art research on whyqueries in RDBMS. Second, a subgraph-based solution was proposed which considers a query as a graph. Then, we focused on the specifics of an empty-answer problem to generate modification-based explanations and proposed topology and predicate changes by removing edges, vertices, and their properties. Each approach is supported by a suitable graph similarity measure: subgraph-based solutions explore a number of edit operations and relevance-based weights and a modification approach uses a cardinality-based similarity measure. The next and final step of this thesis is to extend the modification approach to consider too-few-and too-many-answers problems with a specific similarity measure for queries.
